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Dear Recipient, 

 
At San Antonio Pets Alive!, we believe in a community that provides second chances 
to dogs, cats, puppies, and kittens that would otherwise suffer the eventuality of  
euthanasia. Our work over the last seven years has been in an effort to change San 
Antonio’s perception of what is acceptable for these vulnerable lives and we know, by 
the thousands of voices in our neighborhoods that have joined us, that we are not 
alone. Because of the support from generous individuals who give out of their desire 
to make an impact, SAPA! has been able to save more than 47,000 lives since our 
inception in 2012. 

However, this is not the end. There is still a long road to travel and more work to be 
done. 

It is for this reason that we’re introducing the Lifesaving Circle, SAPA!’s brand new 
leadership giving program which invites those giving a minimum of $500 annually to 
join our efforts to continue saving lives each and every day. By making an annual 
pledge of a gift of $500, $2,500, or even $10,000 or more, saving more lives than ever 
before is possible!  

Together We Can Save Lives 

With the flexibility to be used wherever they are most needed, Lifesaving Circle gifts 
strengthen the programs provided to the animals we rescue from euthanasia. Your 
gift provides medical treatments, surgeries, spay/neuter services, microchipping, 
vaccinations, transport services and so much more. Our lifesaving programs include 
foster and adoption components, including support for infant puppies and kittens 
still reliant on a caring hand to help them grow and thrive. In addition, SAPA! offers 
medical care and treatment through our medical clinic, focusing heavily on providing 
assistance to puppies struggling with the deadly canine parvovirus. Finally, SAPA! 



  

provides lifesaving transportation for primarily medium and large dogs that often 
struggle to find families in San Antonio. For this reason, SAPA! sends them to rescue 
partners in other states to provide more opportunities to find their forever family, 
saving them from euthanasia and opening a kennel space to save another life in need. 
Every single one of these incredibly vital programs is supported by your annual 
commitment of $500 or more.  

Lifesaving Circle Benefits 

As part of this leadership group, you are invited to various functions throughout the 
year where you can see firsthand how your generous gift is being put to work and 
benefiting the many dogs and cats we rescue every day! 

 

Lifesaving Circle members are recognized with an annual certificate from SAPA! that 
recognizes their commitment to our mission, as well as an organizational contact 
who members can reach out to with questions, concerns and requests for 
information about other programs throughout the year. Starting in 2020, members 
also receive exclusive invites to donor events and tours to see the impact that their 
gifts make. Being part of the Lifesaving Circle enables you to stay connected and 
involved!  

Thank You for Your Gift in 2019 

The certificate that you are receiving today marks the start of something new. We 
thank you for being part of our committed lifesaving task force by giving a minium of 
$500 in 2019. We hope that you can join us in 2020 to continue our important work 
through programs dedicated to help the vulnerable cats and dogs in San Antonio!  

Sincerely,  

 
 

Rebecca Mayberry, Executive Director 
San Antonio Pets Alive!  


